Scott N. Schober is the President and CEO of Berkeley Varitronics Systems (BVS), a 40 year old, family-owned New Jersey-based company and leading provider of advanced wireless solutions and products for multi-national telecommunications and security markets. Since the beginning of Scott's BVS tenure in 1989, the company’s product line of wireless test instruments has increased to over 50 products with a core focus on Wi-Fi, cellular, WiMAX, LTE and advanced radio devices for both security and optimization of wireless networks.

Technology & Security Expert

Scott’s recent focus has been development (patent pending) of BVS’ cell phone detection tools, used to enforce a ‘no cell phone policy’ in various venues. These tools are effectively used around the globe to find contraband cell phones smuggled into correctional facilities, secure federal buildings and schools. Since we are surrounded by smartphones all day, these products continue to find new uses in hot button applications such as distracted driving and identity theft.

Mr. Schober is a highly sought after security expert for media appearances and commentary. He has presented as a subject expert on the topic of cyber security/corporate espionage, as well as cell phone detection participating in numerous conferences and trade shows around the globe.

“Our roots as a design and engineering firm informs our approach to products, “ says Scott. “Engineering solutions directly for customers since 1973 has given us valuable insight into making the products that customers will want.”
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“Securing Wireless America”
Scott discusses *Keeping America Safe* on *Fox Business’ America’s Nightly Scoreboard* and demonstrates the Wolfhound-PRO™ cell phone detector.

Scott demonstrates WatchHound™ cell phone detector to *News 12 NJ*’s Erik Landskroner at BVS headquarters in Metuchen, NJ.

Scott visits *Fox News* studios in NY to discuss Berkeley Varitronics Systems’ role as a small, family-owned business in this global economy.

Scott joins anchor Tamsen Fadal at *WPIX New York News* studios to discuss the largest global organized cyber hacking heist in reported history.
Scott has appeared on SiriusXM Howard Stern Channel 101 on Jon Leiberman’s Live at Five Show as well as a regular guest on SiriusXM Patriot’s The David Webb Show speaking on a variety of topics including outsourcing jobs, security scandals and America’s tech industry.

Scott Schober discusses the PocketHound™ cell phone detector’s ability to detect cheating students with Kathleen Hays on Bloomberg Radio.
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Scott Schober has appeared on dozens of business & tech podcasts across the internet including: Money Matters, The Peggy Smedley Show, Total Tudor, Telecom Reseller, Unregular Radio and many more.

Scott Schober has made many notable media appearances:
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